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We also make custom archway and ceiling kits to your measurements!
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FOR  NEW  CONSTRUCTION   or  REMODELS
Whether you’re working on a new construction project 

or a remodel, our archway and ceiling kits come with 

robust installation instructions tailored to your 

construction setting.  Plus, several of our kits have a 

number of different installation styles that give you the 

flexibility to further customize your design. With a little 

imagination, your curve appeal is within reach. 

The  Perfect  solution  for  you!  
If you’ve ever admired the elegance of an archway or 

been awed by an arched ceiling, but weren’t sure if 

such a project would fall within your budget – you’ve 

found your solution. Archways and arched ceilings 

have historically been skill dependent, costly, and 

very time consuming. We’ve got some good news 

for you. . . not anymore! Our prefab archway and ceiling 

systems designed for 

PROs, but easy 

enough for DIYers, 

eliminates the skill, 

makes it affordable 

and saves a ton 

of time!

UNIVERSAL  PRODUCTS  VS  CUSTOM  ARCHWAY &   CEILING  KITS
The Universal Products are the flagship products for each of our different archway and 

ceiling kits. They’re the most popular sizes and styles, neatly packed and ready to go! But, 

don’t forget that we can also make archway and ceiling kits to your measurements. 

Chances are if you can think it, then we can make it.
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WHY  use  our  archway&   ceiling kits?

We all know the importance of a home’s “curb appeal.” 

It’s the make it or break it moment when potential 

buyers drive up to your home and either decide to drive 

on and keep looking or check out what’s inside.  Once 

inside, what’s going to “WOW” your potential buyers? 

They’ve already come to expect granite counter tops, 

open floor plans and lots of storage. How about your 

home’s “curve appeal?”  What would a Universal Dome 

Kit in the entry tell your potential customers?

Or what about a Universal Barrel Kit over your bath tub? 

How about a Universal Cove Kit in the master bedroom? 

We’re willing to bet they’ll say, “WOW!”

This brochure is only the beginning. Visit us online 

at www.archkit.com to learn more, get ideas and get 

inspired, watch videos, download PDF instructions and 

much more. Your “curve appeal” is just around the bend. 

Archways  &  Ceilings  made   easy
We give our customers access to detailed, step-by-step 

instructions for our Universal and Custom Products 

via printed booklets or downloadable sheets at 

www.archkit.com.  We live up to our company’s name!
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watch   our
how-to  video

online

5 ' x  5 '   GROIN  with a total  rise   of 1 0"

for  pros  &  do-it-yourselfers
for  new  construction  or  remodels
Perfect for  ENTRYWAYS,  
MAster  bedrooms  &   HALLWAYS!
 

The  Universal Groin  kit
You want curve appeal… we’ll give you curve appeal! The Universal 
Groin Kit formed by two intersecting barrel ceilings draws the eyes 
up toward the center. Where the barrel ceilings come together they 
create ribs that add both strength and visual appeal. Depending 
on how you finish it, it can look subdued or quite ornate. Now you 
can get your little piece of Romanesque Architecture at home. 
The Universal Groin Kit is 5’-0” wide, with 10” of total rise that makes 

it perfect for entryways, master bedrooms, 
hallways and more. Want to really make it 
pop? Combine 2 Universal Barrel Kits with 
1 Universal Groin Kit to create a groin vault 
cross (see inset picture). So, what are you 
waiting for… your curve appeal is just 
around the bend. 

includes  16  total struts  (4 struts  per side) The  largest  strut
 is  made  in  halvesincludes  16  total struts  (4 struts  per side)

With multiple 
Universal Groin Kits 
you can create 
impressive hallways.

60"

60"

TOTAL RISE10"
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installationinstructions
inside

Pic features 2 Universal Barrel 
Kits and 1 Universal Groin Kit.
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        Download  our "how  to  Measure" sheet at  www.archkit.com

        Write  down  your  notes  above and  you'll  be  ready  to  order.

“Picture This!” is where we provide you with a 3D computer aided 

design (CAD) that will allow you to picture it before you buy it. 
  

If you are questioning yourself about whether a groin vault will look 

good in a certain area, hesitant about clearance issues (e.g. roof rafters 

if you're framing up into your attic, or ceiling height if you're dropping 

below your current ceiling, etc. ), or you’re a bit indecisive and a need a 

visual aid, then “Picture This!” is just what you’re looking for. 

Visit www.ArchKit.com for more information.

CustomCustom

Qty Long Side Short Side Rise Location

We  make  custom   GROIN  vault  kits  to  your  measurements!
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watch   our
how-to  video

online

Fits   a    5 ft  box  with a   total  rise  (height)  of 1 8  inches

1   DOME  TIE1   DOME  TIE 4   dome  ring  PIECES
with    rafter   holsters 
4   dome  ring  PIECES
with    rafter   holsters

12   DOME  rafters12   dome  rafters Rafter  drywall 
template
Rafter  drywall 
template

what's  INcluded  in  the  kit:what's  INcluded  in  the  kit:
installationinstructions

inside

for  pros  &  do-it-yourselfers
for  new  construction  or  remodels
Perfect for  FOYERS,  MAster  baths, 
DINING  rooms  &  more!
 

The  Universal Dome  kit
Want to make your competition down the street green with envy? 
Then add the “WOW” factor to your homes with the Universal Dome Kit. 
Finally, an affordable 5’-0” dome ceiling, with 18” of total rise, at a 
fraction of the cost of competitive products or building it yourself. 
Plus, it’s perfect for entryways, master baths, dining rooms and more. 
It’s flexible enough to be installed up into your attic or framed 
below your current ceiling. And, installation will be a breeze since 

we’ve engineered it to be super simple 
and so easy that anyone can install it. 
It doesn’t stop there; we even make our 
dome kit easy to drywall. We’ve put a 
rafter drywall template on the bottom 
of the box. So, what are you waiting for… 
put your competition to shame.  

60"

60"

TOTAL RISE18"
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“Picture This!” is where we provide you with a 3D computer-aided 

design (CAD) that will allow you to picture it before you buy it. 
  

If you are questioning yourself about whether a dome ceiling will look 

good in a certain area, hesitant about clearance issues (e.g.  roof rafters 

if you’re framing up into your attic, or ceiling height if you’re dropping 

below your current ceiling, etc.), or you’re a bit indecisive and need a 

visual aid, then “Picture This!” is just what you’re looking for. 
  

Visit www.ArchKit.com for more information.

CustomCustom
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Qty Box Light Ring Style Location

        Download  our "how  to  Measure" sheet at  www.archkit.com

        Write  down  your  notes  above and  you'll  be  ready  to  order.

We  make  custom  dome  CEILING  kits  to  your  measurements!
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for  pros  &  do-it-yourselfers
for  new  construction  or  remodels
Perfect for  HALLWAYS, ENTRYWAYS,  
over  bathtubs  &  inset  niches!
 

The  Universal barrel  kit
Change your cookie cutter bathrooms, entryways and hallways 
from average to extraordinary with the Universal Barrel Kit. 
By simply adding a barrel ceiling, you’ll notice how something 
so simple can have such a dramatic impact on your overall 
design. Plus, it’s been engineered to be super simple and so 
easy that anyone can install it. Pop it up into your attic or frame 
it down below your ceiling--both are just as easy.  Buy multiple 
Universal Barrel Kits and barrel an entire hallway. Or, if you want 

to make your competition drool… 
combine 2 Universal Barrel Kits with 
1 Universal Groin Kit to create a groin 
vault cross (see inset picture). Sorry, 
paper towels not included. 
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What's  inside:  4  STRUTS   PER  BOX 42"-  66"  wide

up  to  48"  long

12   " 

installationinstructions
inside
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We  make  custom   barrel  vault  kits  to  your  measurements!
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 Download  our "how  to  Measure" 
sheet at  www.archkit.com

use  any  rise,  or  refer to  this  chart

 Write  down  your  notes  above 
and  you'll  be  ready  to  order.

“Picture This!” is where we provide you with a 3D computer aided 

design (CAD) that will allow you to picture it before you buy it. 
 

If you are questioning yourself about whether a barrel vault will look 

good in a certain area, hesitant about clearance issues (e.g. roof rafters 

if you're framing up into your attic, or ceiling height if you're dropping 

below your current ceiling, etc. ), or you’re a bit indecisive and a need a 

visual aid, then “Picture This!” is just what you’re looking for.

Visit www.ArchKit.com for more information.

CustomCustom

Qty Length Width Rise      Style Location

Width

0 -12”
12 - 24”
24 - 36”
36 - 48”
48 - 60”
60 - 72”
72 - 84”

Rise

2“
4”
6”
8”

10”
12”
14”

Width

96 - 108”
108 - 120”
120 - 132“ 
132 - 144”
144 - 156”
156 - 168”
168 -180”

Rise

18”
20”
22”
24”
26”
28”
30”

Optional Rise Chart
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for  pros  &  do-it-yourselfers
for  new  construction  or  remodels
Perfect for  POP-UP Tray  ceilings,  
dining  rooms  &  living  rooms!
 

The  Universal COVE  kit
Go from square to flair with the Universal Cove Kit. Sometimes, a 
straight line from point A to point B is a good thing, but, when it 
comes to ceilings, it couldn’t be more boring. Isn’t it time to draw 
attention to the normally forgotten fifth wall by eliminating the 
90º sharp corner created by your wall and ceiling? Choose from 
one of the four installation styles to spotlight the walls, ceiling
or both depending upon your chosen reveal. Plus, it’s perfect for 

master bedrooms, dining rooms, living 
rooms, pop-up tray ceilings and more. 
Oh yeah, and it’s flexible enough to be 
added to almost any project as a last 
minute addition. So, get your flair on… 
and let’s make that fifth wall stylish!
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40 Radius  Cove   Pieces En o u g h  cove  pi eces  to  fit  a 14 x 14ft
room  or  56  linear  feet@ 16" on  center

6 corners r eversi b le  to  fit  i nsi d e 
AN D  o utsi d e  co r n ers

4 inside
corners 

45 4  o f th e 40  cove  pi eces  have  
b een  m o d i fi ed so th ey can  also  
b e  used  as 45o

 i nsi d e  co r n ers

installationinstructions
inside

corner90o corner45o

radius11     " 
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“Picture This!” is where we provide you with a 3D computer aided 

design (CAD) that will allow you to picture it before you buy it. 
 

If you are questioning yourself about whether a cove ceiling will look 

good in a certain area, unsure which installation style you want (e.g. no 

reveal, top reveal, bottom reveal or top and bottom reveal) or you’re a 

bit indecisive and a need a visual aid, then “Picture This!” is just what 

you’re looking for. 
 

Visit www.ArchKit.com for more information.

We  make  custom   cove  ceiling   kits  to  your  measurements!

CustomCustom

        Download  our "how  to  Measure" sheet at  www.archkit.com

        Write  down  your  notes  above and  you'll  be  ready  to  order.

noitacoLsuidaR  retemirePytQ Inside Outside OutsideInside
90 4590 45
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for  pros  &  do-it-yourselfers
for  new  construction  or  remodels

The  Universal ARCh  kit
Convert your square, dull openings into beautiful arched openings 
with the Universal Arch Kit. It works with any size opening, whether 
it is 3 ft. or 30 ft., it will fit them all. And, with the introduction of the 
split-cut feature, the Universal Arch Kit can be separated with a 
simple wallboard saw to cover openings from 2x4 wide up to 12" 
wide. It can also be easily installed to metal framing. Any doorway, 
any opening, the Universal Arch Kit can do it all.
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installationinstructions
inside

quick &   easy  installation  to   framing  or  DRYWALL 

CAN   BE  SPLIT  TO 
USE   IN   OPENINGS  
UP  TO  12” DEEP 

RIGHT  OUT
OF  THE  BOX: 
INSTANT  ARCHWAY!

achieve  2  different  arch  styles
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We  make  custom   archway  kits  to  your  measurements!
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“Picture This!” is where we provide you with a 3D computer aided 

design (CAD) that will allow you to picture it before you buy it. 
 

If you are questioning yourself whether a certain archway will look 

good in a certain area, unsure which arch style you want (e.g. soft, 

half-circle or elliptical) or you’re a bit indecisive and a need a visual 

aid, then “Picture This!” is just what you’re looking for.
 

Visit www.ArchKit.com for more information.

CustomCustom

 Write  down  your  notes  above  and  you'll  be  ready  to  order.

Qty Depth Width Rise      Style Location

choose
from  3

different
arches ellipticalsoft arch half-circle

 Download  our "how  to  Measure" 
sheet at  www.archkit.com



custom  radiuscloister  vault

chances  are,  if  you  can  think  of  it,   we  can  make  it.                       Your  imagination  is  our  only  limitation ! 
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CustomCustom

Our  custom  products
Can't find the specific archway or ceiling kit you're looking for? Have 
something unique in mind? Then you're in the right spot! Chances are 
if you can think it, we can make it. Very rarely do we turn down a custom 
archway or ceiling kit. So, give us a shot! Send us those doodles on your 
morning coffee napkin, and let's see what you’ve got in mind. 
 
Combining multiple archways and or ceiling kits are another way our 
customers have designed a custom ceiling. They might have not known 
it at first, but once we showed them, most have the "AH-HA!" moment. 
For example, a customer of ours had a long entry hallway, in which he 
was "bent" (pun intended) upon having a custom ceiling. However, given 
the length of the hallway, it would have looked out of place and poorly 
executed. When we explained this to him, he asked if we could make him 
a racetrack ceiling. What he wanted and what we made him was what we 
have coined as an "Elongated Dome Ceiling" which is a cross between a 
dome ceiling and barrel vault. Needless to say, he was very pleased. 
  
Here are a few other examples: Another customer of ours had us 
combine a barrel vault with an archway to create what we coined as 
an "Igloo Ceiling." We have also combined a cove ceiling and a barrel 
vault to create a "Cloister Vault." Lastly, we combined a groin vault with 
a dome ceiling to create what we have coined as a "Grome Ceiling." 
Your imagination is our only limitation! 

Visit www.ArchKit.com for more information.

we'll  turn  your  sketches  into 
a  computer-rendered  masterpiece,  

then  create  a  ready-to-install
custom  arched  ceiling.



groin  with   covecustom  radius

for  pros  &  do-it-yourselfers
for  new  construction  or  remodels

chances  are,  if  you  can  think  of  it,   we  can  make  it.                       Your  imagination  is  our  only  limitation ! 
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custom  radiusgothic  ceiling igloo  ceiling

suspended  radiusgrome  ceiling octagonal  groin

elongated  domeniche cloister with  groin

oval  cove



Universal Products by Archways & Ceilings 
Call 855-ARCHPRO (855-272-4776) or email Support@ArchKit.com

U.S. Patent Numbers 4,955,168; 5,459,974; 
5,584,148; 5,649,393; 5,815,990; 6,128,864; 

6,370,826 and other Patents Pending.

www.ArchKit.com

Chances  are  if  you
can  think  it,  then

we  can  make  it. 

Ask about our
custom products!

Knock, knock... Who’s there?... Arch... Arch who?
Arch you glad you found this catalog?
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